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The Tijon Collection  
 
 

18 Signature Fragrances 
 

6 for Women 
 
Classic Collection: Eau de Parfum  
 

Shallae  
Unique and luxurious, this fragrance combines the invigorating freshness of orange flower, grapefruit and 
amber with a floral heart of jasmine and rose.  Undertones of musk, vanilla and sandalwood add to its 
magnetism.  Evocative and alluring, it is named for Tijon’s sibling.  Luxurious. 
 
Eclectique 
This is a light oriental family scent with tropical, sensual undertones.  Created from pineapple, peach and 
lemon, this fragrance blossoms with rose, magnolia and hibiscus enriched with vanilla, musk and sandalwood 
and hints of ivy, coconut and spices.  It is Tijon’s most popular scent for women.  Sensual. 
 
LaSavane 

This sophisticated floral fragrance, freshened by cool citrus, offers an expression of adventure and sensuality.  
Blissful top notes of orange flower, bergamot, grapefruit and other citrus blends opens this complex, tropical 
fragrance of jasmine, rose, tuberose and multiple florals blossoming into a luminescent base of musk, 
sandalwood and vetiver with subtle hints of spice and amber.  Sophisticated. 

 

Tijon Tropicales: Eau de Cologne 
 
Caye Verte 

A soft and sensual fusion of lavender, rose, jasmine, orange and violets with a hint of musk, sandalwood and 
patchouli for a relaxing, after the beach, tres chic mood. Relaxing.  
 
Baie Rouge 
A fresh aromatic floral blend of the Sweet Pea with hints of hyacinth, orange blossom jasmine and a touch of 
rose, vanilla and citrus that captures the romance and playfulness of the islands.  Romantic. 
 
Cliché 
A tropical fragrance of passion and pleasure, subtle yet seductive, offering mandarin and mango with creamy 
florals of freesia, tuberose and white peony added to a variety of spices and hints of vetiver and musk.  Sultry 
and exotic for tropical nights.  Tropical. 
 
 

…more… 
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4 for Men 
 

Pour Homme: Eau de Toilette 
 
SXM 

This robust signature scent is refreshing, sensual and playful; blended with citrus, lavender, blue grass, 
numerous spices and a touch of mint, all uniquely aged in a French oak barrel to add a natural woodsy blend.  
Inspired by the sun and the sea it was Tijon’s first fragrance for men and remains the favorite among his 
friends.  Refreshing. 
 
2.0 
This compelling fragrance possesses a luxurious citrus scent combined with woods and spice.  Its mystery is 
heightened by top notes of bergamot, lemon and orange with middle and lower tones of clove, basil, coriander, 
nutmeg, patchouli and sandalwood.  Recommended for romantic wear, it is a deeply evocative cologne and 
Tijon’s top selling men’s fragrance, although many women have selected it for themselves.  Mysterious. 
 
X.2 

An inventive scent that inspires travel and romance reminiscent of the French island of St. Martin.  This bold 
fragrance offers a blend of bergamot, grapefruit, verbena, rosemary, lavender, geranium, jasmine, apple 
blossom with cinnamon, basil artemisia and fir on a background of moss and sandalwood.  Tijon’s most 
intriguing masculine scent is for the daring and adventurous man.  Adventurous. 

 
3.0 
This outdoor fragrance opens with citrus scents of lime, lemon, mandarin, orange and grapefruit while adding a 
floral combination of rose, jasmine and base notes of cedar, sandalwood and patchouli.  Tijon’s newest 
addition is also his personal favorite. Invigorating. 
 

8 Unisex: 
 

The Tijon French Caribbean Collection - Paris meets the Tropics 
 
Anse Marcel 
An aquatic, airy scent reminiscent of the soft sea breeze blowing into the Caribbean cove of Anse Marcel.  The 
fragrance combines top notes of orange, lime, and clover with middle notes of green tea, white tea, green aloe, 
rose, lily and basil while finishing with oak moss, sandalwood, musk and vanilla.  Good day wear and 
occasional evening wear in warmer weather.  Understated yet sexy. 
 
Au Contraire 

An updated, complex version of the traditional Bay Rum scent opening with clove, coconut, lime, transcending 
to creamy florals of tuberose, freesia, verbena and white peony while finishing with cashmere woods, amber, 
musk, and vetiver from Haiti.  Sporty & slightly eccentric. 
 

…more… 
 
Ile Pinel 
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A fresh, woodsy, mossy scent with aquatic undertones one might discover soaking up the native scents while 
hiking off the beaten path on Ile Pinel.  The fragrance consists of bergamot, grapefruit, lavender, basil, 
teakwood, dune grass, sandalwood, oak moss, amber and musk.  Warm and dry, elegant for the person 
confident of their preferences. Energetic & outdoors. 
 
Tres Beau 
A provocative fresh, green scent of luscious tropical foliage at our fingertips in the Caribbean, consisting of 
local herbs and leaves combined with bergamot, pineapple and papaya and finishing with the warmth of 
amber. . . reminiscent of French St. Martin after a tropical shower.  Organic & modern. 

 

 

 
The Tijon Au Naturel Collection 
 
Amber Musk 
Softly elegant, this popular fragrance showcases amber and musk, traditionally known to have aphrodisiac 
properties, while providing hints of sandalwood and vanilla.  It is a warm, resinous scent that is light, fresh and 
slightly powdery.  Soothing and stimulating. 
 
Lavender Fig 

A unique blend of the green hay-like, sweet French lavender blossoms mixed with tart fig adding a fruity note.  
Other notes include jasmine, with undertones of angelica seed oil, soothing chamomile and sandalwood and a 
hint of clove and coriander.  Relaxing. 
 
Orange Patchouli 
A mystical blend of sweet citrus, rich earthy and woodsy tones creating a sensual and erotic fragrance.  Added 
notes include bergamot, grapefruit, verbena, rosemary, lavender, cinnamon, basil, fir, moss, musk and 
sandalwood.  Enlightening. 

 
Sandalwood Vanilla 
A Harmonious blend of the woodsy, deep, rich sandalwood combined with the sweeter, calming creamy vanilla 
with undertones of musk, rose, orange and lime.  Alluring! 
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